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Global High Yield Perspectives

A QUARTER OF STURM AND DRANG

Global high yield markets corrected sharply in the fourth quarter of 2014. The linkage between 
oil price declines and widening credit risk premia was pronounced during the quarter. However, 
alongside the challenge of much lower oil and other commodity prices, the high yield market was 
further challenged by uncertainty around European Central Bank (ECB) quantitative easing (QE) and 
very weak Chinese economic data.

As markets began pricing in very pessimistic scenarios on ECB activism, European high yield credit risk 
premia moved to significantly cheap valuations. U.S. high yield risk premia cheapened more, finally 
moving back to a fair value in our opinion, primarily as a result of the correction in energy names and 
the meaningful, near-20% concentration in energy-related names within the U.S. high yield universe. 

1Q 2015

Figure 1 High yield and emerging markets sell-offs have all been about oil
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Figure 2 As inflation declines with oil prices falling, credit risk premium widended 
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U.S. high yield also weathered higher two-year U.S. Treasury yields which increased on better U.S. economic data and an upbeat assessment from 
the Federal Reserve. Shorter-term U.S. yields weigh disproportionately on high yield names, which tend to be issued with shorter-term maturities 
than investment-grade debt peers.

In 2015, we believe global high yield returns will be influenced by two primary factors: (1) The effectiveness of China’s political and monetary 
leadership in ensuring stability in light of weaker-than-expected economic growth and demand deficiency; (2) European policymakers’ success at 
delivering credible monetary and fiscal support while increasing competitiveness and aggregate demand through structural reform. We have not 
explicitly mentioned oil and other commodity prices as a primary factor that will drive global high yield returns for 2015: we view these prices as 
barometers of the efficacy of central bank policies.

CHINESE GROWTH

Chinese growth is declining rapidly—even in the “official” statistics. 
And real gross domestic product (GDP) growth will likely decline 
further. Housing activity is showing particular weakness with 
prices and starts in broad-based downturn. We see anemic housing 
activity as the proverbial “canary in the coal mine.” This demand 
weakness is already being felt across some of the larger export-
oriented emerging and developed markets. Economies with close 
links to China, like those of Indonesia, Brazil, Japan, and Australia 
are flashing signals of weaker external demand like deteriorating 
current accounts and/or currency exchange rates. Ultimately, China 
will need to deliver more substantial stimulus to ensure economic 
stability and improved demand.  

China’s growth is clearly slowing and the recent packages of 
targeted and underwhelming stimulus only seem to be moderating 
the economic slowdown, rather than maintaining growth or sparking 
acceleration (see Figure 5). Policymakers, perhaps mistakenly, are 
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Figure 3 High-yield Corporate Bond Spreads
bps, option-adjusted spreads
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Figure 4 Emerging Markets Sovereign Bond Spread (EMBIG)
Percent (left)  |  bps (right)
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Risk premia in Europe and select emerging markets are attractive

Figure 5 The Chinese economic outlook is likely to weaken further
Percent, y/y
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avoiding a more substantial stimulus for fear of either overly reflating the socially polarizing housing market or of pushing debt loads past today’s 
eye-wateringly high levels, estimated by some to be near 300% economy wide. 

Real estate activity is now contracting by some measures (see Figure 6) and prices are declining on a broad basis (see Figure 7). In fact, nearly all 
cities are experiencing housing price declines. Amd most of the economies shown in Figure 8 are experiencing signs of slowing external demand: 
China’s slowdown explains a significant part of the trend.

Policymakers face a delicate balancing act between the need to reflate the economy and the danger of inviting further unbalanced or misdirected 
growth. The country’s on-going and dramatic fall in capital efficiency, as measured by its marginal product of invested capital, suggests its credit-
fuelled, fixed-asset investment-heavy growth model has about run its course.
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Figure 8 Expect major exporters to China to be impacted by cooling growth
Percent of total exports consumed by China
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Figure 6 Real estate market has moved beyond cooling
Percent y/y (left)  |  Percent y/y 3m MA (right)
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Figure 7 Almost all cities are now facing falling prices
Number of cities
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Ultimately, we believe China can continue to grow at rates above 6% for the next decade, but smart reform must underpin future advancement. 
Fortunately, Xi Jinping is a true reformer, cast of the same mold as Deng Xiaoping. We believe Mr. Xi will guide China toward reform, but also will 
apply enough stimulus to keep the economy stable. Global high yield spreads and emerging market bonds should benefit as a result.

EUROZONE WEAKNESS PRESENTS OPPORTUNITY

The euro zone continues to undergo structural adjustment, although more reform is required to change the employment growth picture decidedly 
(see Figure 9). Employment levels had declined significantly, but finally appear to be increasing over the last year (see Figure 10) as employment 
costs become more competitive. Competitiveness is improving on the back of a cheapening currency and wage stagnation, but is still not near the 
levels of the U.S. and U.K.

A return to better growth dynamics also escapes the euro zone because its private sector still carries too much leverage, especially when compared 
to the U.S. Succeeding with deleveraging in the near term is vital as declining inflation (see Figure 12, next page) is exacerbating the real cost of 
private sector debt burdens.
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LABOR MARKET REGULATION CANADA FRANCE GERMANY ITALY JAPAN U.K. U.S.
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Fixed-term contracts prohibited for permanent tasks? No Yes No No No No No

Max. length of fixed-term contracts (months) No limit 18 24 36 No limit No limit No limit

Min. wage for a full-time worker (USD/month) 1889 1923 0.00 2036 1785 1372 1379

Ratio of minimum wage to value added per worker 0.30 0.35 0.00 0.46 0.29 0.27 0.21

DI
FF
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Maximum length of probationary period (months) 3 4 6 2 NA 6 3

Third-party notificcation if 9 workers are dismissed? No Yes Yes Yes No No No

Retraining or reassignment obligation before redundancy? No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Priority rules for redundancies? No Yes Yes Yes No No No

Priority rules for reemployment? No Yes No Yes No No No

Figure 9  European competitiveness can improve with labor reform 

Source: Deutche Bank

Figure 10 Eurozone employment appears to have bottomed
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Figure 11 Eurozone private sector needs to delever further
Private debt, Percent nominal GDP
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Deflationary momentum not only intensifies real debt burdens, but also restrains the demand for new loans. Furthermore, deflation makes leveraged 
lending a more challenging proposition for European banks, which are already full of leverage. Capital markets have developed to address the 
capital deficiency. Both high yield and high-grade credit market issuance continues to expand in Europe to meet refinancing needs. 

As European banks attempt to shed assets, financial markets are stepping in to provide credit. As Figure 14 and Figure 15 show, financial markets 
are doing a good job at expanding credit to high yield issuers in stressed, as well as non-stressed, euro-area countries.

Loan growth globally has generally picked up from levels of one year prior (see Figure 16, next page), except in emerging markets, where loan 
growth rates are declining. Public sector deleveraging remains a focus in Europe, although the pace of loan growth is improving.

Europe’s deleveraging has been most notable among the peripheral countries (see Figure 17, next page), driven by persistently higher funding 
costs, as shown in Figure 18, next page.The challenge for European policymakers is to encourage deleveraging and push structural reform while 
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Figure 12 Consumer Price Indexes, Europe 
percent y/y
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Figure 13 Euro area too dependent on leveraged loans
Trillions of Euro, as  of 1Q 2014 (left)  |  Percent (right)
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Figure 14 Non-financial corporate bond issuance
Billions of U.S. Dollars (left)  |  Percent (right)
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Figure 15 High-Yield non-financial corporate bond issuance
Billions of U.S. Dollars
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also maintaining easy monetary and fiscal environments, which can 
discourage or slow such adjustments. The rigidness of the sub-optimal 
currency union makes the adjustment balancing act more difficult. 
Absent exchange and interest rate markets that typically force 
adjustment, European policymakers must direct and coordinate much of 
the adjustment process. 

Fortunately, investors can take advantage of Europe’s lethargic recovery. 
Slow adjustment may generate tepid long-term growth, but it also 
lengthens the credit cycle. We expect a long period of tepid-to-weak 
growth and ultra-accommodative monetary support in Europe—in 
our view, a perfect environment for high yield credit. Weaker growth, 
however, suggests increased vulnerability for precarious sectors or 
companies in the high yield universe, an environment in which a 
disciplined value approach with a mix of both top-down and bottom-up 
research potentially can avoid risk and find value during more frequent 
bouts of volatility.

PROFITING FROM STURM AND DRANG

The recent widening of credit risk premia in global high yield and emerging markets reflects pessimism around the efficacy of unconventional 
monetary policies. We believe central banks will move more aggressively to avoid a deflationary trap. In our eyes, aggressive and decisive reflation 
policies worked in the U.S. and U.K., and will be effective in Europe if implemented appropriately. The global high yield and select emerging 
markets are poised to benefit from stimulus measures and, broadly, we believe growth, inflation, and liquidity conditions support attractive risk-
adjusted returns from global high yield markets over the medium term. Recent spread widenening, moreover, should only boost the attractiveness 
of the asset class.   

Figure 16 Bank loan growth
Percent growth y/y
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Figure 17 Euro Area: Lending to non-financial corporates
Billions of U.S. Dollars, cumulative change since January 2009
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Figure 18 Debt capital still expensive for periphery borrowers
Euro-area bank interest rates on one-year corporate loans, percent
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The views expressed represent the opinions of Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. All information 
obtained from sources believed to be accurate and reliable. Fixed income securities are subject to credit risk and interest-rate risk. High yield, lower-rated, fixed income securities 
involve greater risk than investment-grade fixed income securities. There may be additional risks associated with international investments. International securities may be subject to 
market/currency fluctuations, investment risks, and other risks involving foreign economic, political, monetary, taxation, auditing and/or legal factors. These risks may be magnified 
in emerging markets. International investing may not be suitable for everyone. Characteristics, holdings and sector weightings are subject to change and should not be considered 
as investment recommendations. Indices are unmanaged and not available for direct investment. All data current as of the date at the top of the page unless otherwise noted. This 
information should not be considered a solicitation or an offer to provide any Brandywine Global service in any jurisdiction where it would be unlawful to do so under the laws of that 
jurisdiction. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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